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ABSTRACT

the present report proposes a method
of automatic speech segmentation using
syllable templates based on soft-hard-
ware method of speech analysis 'to cope
with several difficulties, i.e. indi-
stinct syllable boundaries; absence of
data en the amount of phonemes in a syl-
lable, localization of phonemes on tem-
poral axis; relative complexity of pro-
oessing.l'he report describes one ofthe
possible approaches to continuous speech
segmentation, which is of great ilperta-
nce in solving tasks of automatic reco-
gnition and understanding of a spoken
message in the process of "man—to-compu-
ter communication using a natural lan-
Buage and spoken speech as the basis.

mTRODmTION

Method basedon syllable templates is wi-
dely used in automatic speech recogniti-
on Systems. At present three approaches
to automatic speech recognition using syl
lable templates are known: »

‘3) input speech is segmented into sylla-
ble-sized units which are matched aga-
inst stored syllable 'templates;

-b) words synthesied from syllable-sized
Units are matched against input words;

-0) input speech signal is analyzed, seg-
mented into soundlike (or smaller) seg—
ments with subsequent forming of sylla-
ble units.

From literature it is known that in the
first type of methods the difficulty is
that they are liable to segmentation er-
rors, while the difficulty in the second
and the third approaches is an increase

in the complexity of processing. Though
the method using syllable templates is
rather effective because it takes into
“count most of coartioulation phonemes
models without considerable extention of

“3017 and increase of processing rate,
11? is limited new, first of all, by the
W of presentation of input material ’

(separately pronounced words) and limi-
ted number 'of speakers [2] .
°°mP10nty of speech recognition as the

result of increase of a number of Speak-
ers and attention of lexicon, clearly sho-
ws the advantage of the syllable segmen—
tation method based on changes of’featu-
're parameters of speech wave 4 .
It is proposed that the metho an inte-
grate with the method usingjsyllable tem-

plates because for example’, in the Rus-
sian language there are comparatively

small amount of main syllable types (no;
200). It is possible to form plausible hy-
potheses 'on phoneme structures of a seg-

ment using data of probable occurence of

these syllables and of phonetic correla-

tes of distinctive phoneme features for-

ming these syllables [5, p.98] .

PROPOSED KETHOD

Well-known principles of syllable recog-

nition of speech are based either on ana-

lysis of average signal energy E (the

envelope) and determination of mmmum
and maximal of the envelope intervals be

tween minima of signal envelope being ta-

ken forgsyllable boundaries and maxima of

the envelope being located on the nucleus

of a syllabic vowel; or on the analysis

of the wave itself bysegmenting it accon

ding to maxima and minima with subsequent

forming of syllable units based on typi-

cal properties of se ents, , of an

energy character [3 .
In the method of syl able segmentation

there are several difficulties:

-indistinct boundaries between syllables;

-.absence of data on the amount of phone-

mes in a syllable and on the localizati-

on of these phonemes in time: _

-heuristio approach in forming syllable

units from segments;

«relative complexity of processing:

-insufficient self-descriptiveness of pa-

rameters which have very often nothing to

do with parameters of vocal apparatus

with subsequent false marina and minima

which are the result of energy changes in

bands do ending on peculiarities of vocal

apparatug more than on peculiarities of

some parameters.

{the present method of automatic speech

recognition using syllable templates is

free from these defects. It is based on
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Fig.1.Block diagram of automatic speech segmentating process

using syllabic units

soft-hardware method of analysis of speech
sounds. This is achieved:
-a) by segmentation of several parameters
from a speech sound, (formant frequency,
intensity averaged by analysis interval,:

Y frequency averagedby transition of signal
through zero, pitch, etc) by analog or di-
gital processing; -
-b) by segmentation of a sequence of para-
meters correspondent to speech phrase:
as; by analysis of a sequence of segment;
-d by summery up derivatives of permeate.-
rs normalyzed and averaged by all paramet-
ers in time; '
«g by obtaining segmental function 8(13' )e
-f by location of extreme maxima of J .-
this. function in a signal which are chara-
cterized by intensity decrease;
-g) by taking the extreme maxima for the
boundaries of open syllables and extreme
marina S a between boundaries .of syllabl-
es for the-Boundaries of sounds in every
syllable. - ,-
The value of the function at the moment t3

. n. ,
is: S —Z£L A e {-

(tj) — A e to

L“! ‘5 J
A is the i-th feature, where k. is the
weight value of a parameter, n is'the num-
ber of speech parameters utilized.
Exact boundaries of (CC...)Cv-syllables
are determined by the highest peaks of St]

inttime, that are characterized by inten—
sity decrease. ~ ‘
Peaks of S . inside the syllable bounda-
ries determihg boundaries between sounds.
The organization block diagram is illustra
ted as follows (Fig. 1).
-Signal processed is put into segmenter of
ifiefcfi;parameters (block 1) as described

-From input register sequence of paramete-
rs correspondent to input utterance is tra
nsferred to storage (block 2).
EStored data are processed by blocks 3 and

-Block 2 using the sequence of'parameters
finds and stores location on temporal ax-
is and quantity’of maxima of S . ).
-Block 4 finds temporal pumetgr inter-
vals of decrease of signal intensity.

-Block 5 locates absolute maxima of s .'
on temporal intervals of decrease o 8192
nal intensity.~ ' " '
-Block 6' finally determines boundaries. of
open syllable and boundaries between sou-'-
nds in a syllable using data obtained fr-
om blocks} and 5.
Thus in the output of the system we find
boundaries of open syllables‘and sound
structures in every syllable. Accuracy of
boundary measurements is determined by di-
screte time quantization of data transfer
red from separator of informative parame-
ters (block 1).
As it has been demonstrated by numerous
experiments, phonotactic information is
of great importance. In a number of auto-
matic. speech recognition systems such in-
formation was not taken into account, whi: '
ch significantly reduced the percentage p
of correctly recognized words in continu-
ous speech. Information of phonemeco-‘cate-
nation in speech chain forms a filter whi-
ch passes actual combinations of phone-
mes and blocks phonotactically impossible
ones. Information of phoneme concatenati-
on inter morpheme and word'junctures is
also of great significance.
The characteristic pronunciation features:
phonologic, accentual and rhythmic peculi-
arities of the utterance in different lan-
guages can lead to certain constraints
and additional complications in detecting
syllabic boundaries. The difficulties in-
crease in case of languages with a hish
amount of consonants in speech continuum:
in which the correct extraction of sylla"
bles helps to solve the task of correct
recognition and understanding of a 81’0”“
message. .
Thus, three-level segmentation of conti-
nuous speech is proposed: first, (COG-n)
(JV-syllables are marked along with the
exact definition of their boundaries, th-
en syllables are segmented into certain
sound-types. At the. final stage the boun-

daries of linguistic units are specified
on the basis of phonotactics.
Usage of additional acoustic data about
the way and place of sound formation al-
lows to define sound structure of 59813611"
ted syllables based on spectral, tenIPOI‘al
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and energy parameters which are rather
easily and reliably separated by special
devices or algorithmic.
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